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This module enables you to create questions, answers and group them all together to create an
Exam/Assessment.

It was originally created under the name "Nivelamento" by our dear friend Marcello Brandão
from Brazil, known in the XOOPS community as "suico" or "marcellobr", who unfortunately
passed away several years ago

I've refreshed it a little bit for XOOPS 2.5.8 and PHP 7, and hopefully we'll get few members
from the community who will help us with further improvement of this module.

There are also several other Test/Quiz/Exam modules that could be actually merged together to
create something really cool! 

Download: GitHub

Development: Please help us with the development, you can fork this module on GitHub:

Tutorial (work in progress, needs help): on GitBooks

You can help us by contributing to the Tutorial on GitHub

https://xoops.org/modules/news/article.php?storyid=5217
https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/assessment
https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/assessment
https://xoops.gitbooks.io/assessment-tutorial/
https://github.com/XoopsDocs/assessment-tutorial
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